
Committed to excellence in customer 
service as well as high standards for 
quality products, we will continue to 
meet the ongoing needs for gutter cover 
solutions and services. 
Gutter Topper® protection is one of 
our many products that delivers 
proven high performance while 
providing a beautiful and strong 
economical solution to gutter 
protection needs.

www.guttertopper.com
Phone: 800.915.5888

Fax: 513.797.5200

      



utter Topper® is made of 100% quality 
aluminum and is 0.024 inches thick.  Its 
patented design works to keep gutters 

clear and free flowing.  The Gutter Topper® 
installs over existing gutter with a clip-on system 
that hooks to the outside of the gutter.  The inter-
locking design allows for water to flow freely into 
the gutter directly while leaves and debris fall to 
the ground.  

Gutter Topper® underwent some of the most rig-
orous testing by PRI Technologies the leading in-
dependent testing firms for the nation’s top ranked 
roofing and construction companies.  The testing results received were over-
whelming. The test revealed without any doubt that the Gutter 
Topper® can:
 
 • Withstand winds up to 110 mph 
 • Rainfall of 22 inches per hour
 • Hold upto 1200 lbs. per square ft.      
  which means heavy snow and ice will     
  not affect its performance.

The Gutter Topper’s® patented design protects your property by eliminating 
the problems associated with clogged gutters.  Gutter overflows can quickly 
cause damage to landscaping, ruin basements and destroy the foundation 
of a home or structure.  Improperly cared for gutters can also lead to other 
serious and possibly more unnoticeable problems including, but not limited 
to mold, mildew, and rot.  

With all the protection to your home, Gutter Topper® 
will also add to the curb appeal.  The cover custom 

fits to your gutters and is available in 
13 colors including a 16 oz. copper 
model.  Our product blends directly 
into your existing gutters with easy 
installation, no mounting brackets 
or hangers for that seamless look 
to your home or structure that you 
desire. It’s compatible with all roof 
styles and comes with a diverter de-
signed to allow water to flow prop-
erly into the gutter system.

In addition, not only do you increase 
the value of your investment, you 
eliminate the task and risk of gut-
ter cleaning. More than 100,000 
people a year suffer serious injuries 
from falls while on a ladder, the ma-
jority of these occur at heights as low 
as 10ft, the height of a single story 
home.  The average cost of an inju-
ry from a ladder fall is $4,000 that is 
just upfront cost of hospital stays, 

prescriptions and physical therapy.  
Long-term injuries and costs due to 
falling off a ladder can also add up 
to thousands more. Be prepared. Get 
Gutter Topper®.

Available in 13 colors

Popular Roof Styles

Gutter Topper® has a twenty year trans-
ferable paint finish warranty against 
chipping or blistering. It has a trans-
ferable lifetime performance warranty.


